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“Imagination is more important then knowledge” Shahidur Rahman Sikder: Much more able 

to see- Imagination is much more important for the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator. Again- 

“From the inception of imagination the very incidence of our intelligent mankind and from the 

very formula of imagination; there have been the expeditions of science viz. the start. With the 

improvement of imagination, the development of science is achieved and at the extremity of 

imaginative power came the result that- Everything of the universe is dwelling on the sea of 

imagination” 

 

Combining Albert Einstein and my research results- much more- New Discovery of the Universe 

is done. Father of the theory of relativity Albert Einstein pushed the correct theory of the enigma 

of creation of nature further forward by providing with much information. In my present research 

results much more top secret information will be revealed.                                                

 

According to Scientist Albert Einstein- “Imagination is more important then knowledge” Yet- 

Much more faculty research we are able to see- Imagination is much more important for the 

Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator. From my time dimension brief 

theory “Own mind and location is present past of all”. In this way- everything of the 

Infinite/Allah/God/Nature’s plan is the play of imagination. From the Infinite/Allah/God 25% 

power was divided by the big bang and divisible power is always changing. Changing or 

evolving time is nearly 14 billion years. Just at this events or moment we are looking at 



everything. Again, just at this same events or very moment- from the borders on the spiritual 

there is nothing through that- Imaginative from the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator. Again, 

just at this very moment from border on the spiritual there is our place. That is to say- If we look 

at everything again just at this same time- in our place there is everything of nothing through 

that- Imagination. 

 

Briefly theory- Own mind and location is present past of all. In this way- finality- I found, in 

everything of the universe is dwelling on the sea of imagination. Such as; Imagination is first 

case of birth of the Universe and it was before the big bang- Birth of the universe is useful 

imagination power from the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator. Again, in our present time- 

Looking everything have creation again same time or very moment nothing creation. Hence, 

eventful life or eventful Universe is Duplicate or copy. Principle copy is in imaginative of 

the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator and he/she makes it before the Big Bang. 

What is the imagination power and time? Answer of the question is receiving imagination in the brain 

of living beings named primitive mankind; it became detached from other living beings. In our home 

planet so many life yet! Various imagination power of brain is only for the mankind.  By the Little 

Imagination power of Primitive mankind make of the first policy the knowledge of awareness of 

time. The day after night and in the daylight, they proceed to the development work of the primitive 

beast mankind find out the way to live well.  

Hence, time is not from the origin of the Infinite. Time-less the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator 

i.e. the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator is out of time. The knowledge of awareness of time is just 

result of imagination from the primitive mankind.  

In or under the circumstances- our time is not from the Infinite i.e. Time-less the Infinite. 

He/she is maked the Universe by the faculty and it before the Big Bang.  

Hence, we can take the decision that- In full power of the imagination- is the result of the 

Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. 

All other remaining places have dived inside the deeper parts of the past of all. According to this 

theory, no body shall be able to find out the trace of present or future of any body and all shall 

take the idea about the matters of the past of all. So, reality of anything shall not be received for 

anything except the respective places of each in the universe. Our present movement, no body 

doesn’t know, from the any place of space. We don’t know present movement of another place 

of space. The Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature doesn’t know our present movement- if he/she 

is another place of space. Yet! 

Therefore, all the visible things of the real world are comparable to the imagination of 

nature of absolute space in absolute dimension. 

Own mind and location is present past of all. In this way; Just by the more faculty research 

and see amazing facts about the Universe- Our Universe for our life-time and life-less position 

is in the Infinite/Allah/God/Nature/Creator. For example; in the evolution- just at this time or 

moment- we are looking first big bang and started evolution nearly 14 billion years past from us 

yet! Looking again, in the evolution- same event or very moment- from the opposite site- Big 

Bang and started evolution on our place i.e. nearly 14 billion years past from us is on this place. 

Again, Just at this event or very moment- of the opposite site nothing is created in the Universe 



through that early or unopened or imaginative from the Infinite/Allah/God. That is to say; just at 

this moment everything has creation, again same event or very moment- everything is nothing 

through that- Imaginative from the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature. In or under the 

circumstances- swiftly we can take the resolution that- look without time or out of the evolution, 

look more faculties my brief theory or research by the power of imagination. Just at this time 

looking everything has and same event or very moment- is there everything nothing 

through that- imagery of the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator.  

Consequently finality, my question that- Time-less the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator yet! By the 

power of imagination- He/She is playing? Answer of the question- before the big bang what 

occurrence or what is series of events from the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator. Finality- found out 

that- Time-less Infinite makes the plan for our eventful life or eventful Universe through that big 

bang to big crunch. Consequently, I can take the decision that- By the power of imagination 

he/she playing for the eventful life and eventful Universe.  

Own mind and location is present past of all. In this way; Just by the more faculty research 

and my finality power of imagination, found amazing facts- Life-time Universe and Life-less 

position is in the Infinite. Just at this moment we are looking at everything created yet! Again, 

at this same events or very moment, from the borders on the spiritual is nothing created in 

the Universe, through that- Early or Imaginative or Imagery. At this case or event found out- 

in my theory and by the thinking power or by the Imagination power of my brain.  

Our Universe is very early or imaginative or imagery through that- Copy or Digital CD 

and is in centre of the human brains molecules. So- The Principle Copy of Digital CD is still 

in the Imaginative power of the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator. Hence, again found 

out- before the big bang occurrence or series of events from the Infinite/Allah/God at first 

makes the principle copy by the imagination power.  

Consequently again, swiftly we can take the resolution- that the imagination power is first 

case of birth of the Universe. Birth of the Universe- Second case is the big bang and third 

case is started Evolution.  

Lawfully, again swiftly we can take the resolution that- Out of time or Time-less the 

Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature- by the power of imagination he/she is playing. 

So- as I see it, after dead our soul life is some thing happen. 

Own mind and location is present past of all. In this way find result come as why everything of 

the universe is dwelling on the sea of imagination. Just at this moment- we are looking 

everything has in eventful Universe yet! Again, same event or very moment- from the borders on 

the spiritual is nothing everything and border on the spiritual is on this place. That is to say- Just 

this very moment nothing creation through that imagination. But, the Imagination power of 

Primitive mankind makes of the first policy the knowledge.  

Again, In this brief theory with more faculty research- I am found- Ultimate reality of philosophy is 

wonder of creation- the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature- From 

him/her imagination power or faculty- Occurred is the big bang and started evolution. In 

or under the circumstances- We can take the decision- Imagination is first case of birth of 

the Universe. Again, swiftly we can take the resolution that- Before the Big Bang, the 

Transcendent or the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature make plan for our eventful life and 

eventful Universe by useful imagination power. Consequently lawfully, swiftly we can take 



the resolution that- for our eventful life and our eventful Universe- First case is imagination 

power from the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. Birth of the Universe is by 

the big bang but it is second case and third case is started evolution. Now our present 

position- evolution age is nearly 14 billion years past for us. And on rule of gravition- We 

found out- Our Universe is 7
th

 divisible gravitational worlds. 

Again, recently- I understood by the brief theory- with much more faculty research and from the 

philosophical reflection- I found- Top secret information. Make for the Universe- Time-less the 

Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature- code of law is the useful faculty or imagination power and it 

before the Big Bang. Hence, lawfully I can take the decision- Our eventful life and our 

eventful Universe is imitation or Copy or CD such like- Digital Universe. Principle or real 

copy is in the imaginative power of the Infinite/Allah/God/Creator/Nature. Consequently 

lawfully, swiftly we can take the decision that- In full power of imagination is the result of the 

Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. Again we can take the decision that- Our life-less 

position is- Something happen from the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God. Possibility- again 

the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God make the another Universe. 

Again- I can take the decision that- Our eventful life with eventful Universe or in everything of 

the Universe- the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator- Plan- Is the play of Imagination. That is 

to say- In eventful Universe and in our eventful life- He/She is playing- from the power of 

imagination. Consequently lawfully- Again I can take the resolution that- Imagination power is 

much more important for the Infinite/Allah/God/Vogoban/Creator/Nature. 

The most remarkable saying: Scientist Albert Einstein comments that- “Science without 

religion is lame and religion without science is blind”. What do you think Einstein meant? Do 

you agree with him? Answers of questions- As I see it, all people are agreeing with Einstein 

because my research results: Science is very exciting for a religion a nation through that physical 

nature of the Universe. But Science comes from- Imagination in the Brain of Primitive people. 

Also religious comes from- Imagination in the Brain of Primitive and middle era people. Science and 

religious both are come from same way yet! Religion of various kinds and science is not difference.  

The most important tale is that- There are uncountable numbers of interstellar space earths in the 

universe and there are many intelligent living being. Therefore, after understanding all there, it is a 

simple matter to avoid rules and regulations of the religion of the middle age, So the duration of 

religious faith will may not last for long time if people can not receiving my research results! 

Consequently lawfully, in our present time- Einstein comments are right, science without 

religion is lame and religion without science is blind. But- in my present research results: 

Swiftly- People found from above the information- Religion of not of various kinds also 

religion is not differend. Hence, I can take the resolution that- “Science with religion is 

natural and religion with science is vision” 

Again- remarkable saying: This book is a way to find- Science Transcending Boundaries is- 

the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God through That- Before the Universe or before the Big Bang. 

Again, I found out- by the power of Faculty- The Imagination Transcending Boundaries is- 

more then Science Transcending Boundaries. Such as- What happen before the big bang of 

the Transcendent? My faculty research result is- The Transcendent make our Universe by 

her/him faculty and that the first case for birth of the Universe. That the power of faculty’s result 

is the first case is make for our eventful life & eventful our Universe. Lawfully- We and our 



Universe is Copy and Principle Copy is in Imaginative of the Transcendent/Infinite/Allah/God. 

Finality- again we can take the resolution that- Our Life-less position is something happen. 

So, see my poetic faculty give evidence from above the information. Poetic: From the 

inception of imagination the very incidence of our intelligent mankind and from the very formula 

of imagination, there have been the expeditions of science viz. the start. With the improvement 

of imagination, the development of science is achieved and at the extremity of imaginative 

power came the result that- Everything of the Universe is dwelling on the sea of 

Imagination. 
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